
I vividly recall when I first used a graphic browser on the Internet.
It was the very early 90’s and up until that point, I had been using
the University of Minnesota’s “Gopher” (by way of being a

University staff member), FTP, WAIS, and other primitive methods to
bop around the nascent Internet on UNIX terminals.

For the most part, the Internet had meant USENET newsgroups and
email to me up to then. I was quite enamored of the Internet, but even then
I felt it was a little academic, geeky, and dry; it wasn’t all that much of a
wow to enter IP addresses in order to FTP poorly-described text docu-
ments that often turned out be irrelevant to what I was really seeking. In
fact, there was surprisingly little to the Internet at the time if you strayed
beyond scientific, computing, or academic interests. It reminded me much
of the BBS’s I’d used in the 1980’s: only deeply cool to computer geeks.

Enter the legendary “NCSA Mosaic”, circa 1992. Circulating around
the labs in which I worked then were unapproved copies of a beta ver-
sion of “Mosaic”, and the software was the talk of the town. It’s difficult
to describe the jaw-dropping wonder we experienced using Mosaic,
navigating seemed so easy, and the shroud of techno-nerd obscurity was
shed. One of my co-workers presciently stated that this meant the
Internet was going to transform daily life.

In a leap of genius, I stated that the Internet would stay obscure and
that most people would never really care about it much.

My own pathetically inept prediction aside, Mosaic genuinely made
the Internet fun. Ironically, in those early days, there was little content
to most “Web” pages, but it was clear that something significant had
occurred, and for the first year or two as web-centric resources bur-
geoned online, I had a blast.

Sadly, ten-plus years later, the Web has become rather old-hat. For
me, and perhaps for most of you, the web is now a place to retrieve
technical documentation, download software patches, delete spam, and
check the weather—certainly useful and necessary, but about as much
fun as using the telephone.

The Internet is now also a sinister realm of nasty browser exploits
and the constant battle to protect yourself and your network from mal-
ware and security holes.

Indeed, if you support desktop users in a corporate environment, there
isn’t much of an aspect of fun to the Web at all considering the relentless
task of protecting users from themselves and whatever latest “funny web-
site” is circulating around the office. The job of supporting your corporate
desktop browser (which generally means the task of patching Microsoft
Internet Explorer) truly drains the fun out of the Web!

REINSTALL THE FUN

There is a solution to this sad state of affairs: Mozilla Firefox.
Firefox is a project of the Mozilla Foundation; it is an open-source,

community-created browser with the stated goal of preserving choice

and innovation on the Internet, and they’ve taken a giant step towards
that goal in version 1.0, the project’s latest release.

WHY FIREFOX?

In truth, there is no single overwhelming reason to use Firefox;
rather there are countless small ways in which Firefox improves the
Web experience that make the sum of its advantages a quantum leap
ahead of Internet Explorer.

The foremost Firefox benefit to me is the tabbed-window interface.
I’ve never looked back from the convenience of rapidly switching
between multiple web pages within one window. Though by no means
a new idea, I find tabbed-browsing a far more intuitive and practical
way to work than IE’s multiple-window model. If you haven’t yet tried
browsing using a tabbed interface, it’s worth a look. Not everybody
cares for it of course, but to me a single window doesn’t fit well with
the meandering nature of the web.

Firefox is multi-platform, and it provides very welcome consistency
between my Mac, my Linux box, and my Windows systems. No more
“duh” episodes using an inappropriate keyboard command intended for
another platform in those awkward moments following the transition
from one system to another.

Firefox also has an effective pop-up blocker, a near necessity if you
are trying to actually get anything done on the Internet these days.

Finally, Firefox is quite svelte compared to IE, Mozilla, or Netscape.
A full install consumes only 52 Megabytes of disk space on Windows,
and I found Firefox ran fine on a first-generation Pentium 166 (though
Firefox recommends a Pentium I/233). Recommended RAM is minimal
as well, a meager 64 Megabytes. Requirements are similarly modest for
Mac and Linux installs.

PERFORMANCE

Speed is Firefox’s forte. In my very simple test loading a series of
identical webpages in IE versus Firefox, Firefox bested IE by loading
pages about 15% faster. Unfortunately, in contrast to the rapid page-
rendering, Firefox actually launches relatively slowly, in part because
IE has an edge in that many IE components are “pre-loaded” as part of
the Windows OS.

However, I think slow launches are a minor trade-off. Since
Firefox shed its beta status, I rarely encounter a crash—Firefox just
runs all day without a hiccup. That is in sharp contrast to Internet
Explorer, which generally acts up for me at least a few times in a
workday. Frequent IE crashes necessitate frequent re-launches and
the end result is more wasted time, no matter how quickly it launch-
es. Moreover, IE often takes Windows down with it, adding the delay
of a full reboot.
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES

In addition to excelling in basic functionality, speed, and stability, Firefox
doesn’t skimp on convenience as many other “speed-oriented” browsers do.
The developers have integrated many thoughtful and convenient tools.

For example, Firefox has elegantly integrated an RSS-feed manager
for those who are habitués of blogs and other syndication feeds. Firefox
makes the subscription process easy. When visiting an RSS-enabled
page, a small icon appears beneath the right scroll-bar, a quick click
and you are subscribed.

Another outstanding convenience in Firefox is the web-search tool.
Dozens of popular (and obscure) search engines may be added to the
search menu, and searches can be run simply by entering a term in the
search field and selecting an engine (search service) from a drop-down list.

I use the search box for Google and other must have engines-but I
also have engines such as Dict.Org, the online dictionary. Another
favorite search tool I have in the search bar is SamSpade.Org’s tracer-
oute toolkit, invaluable for quick domain lookups and pings.

Finally, Firefox’s built-in text find feature is much superior to MSIE,
the webpage text-searching interface loads conveniently and permanently
as a toolbar, rather than as an annoying dialogue box (as in IE) obscuring
the page being searched. Best of all, it highlights terms in real-time, and
will search backwards and forwards for your text with a single click.

Firefox also offers simple additions to the program for enhanced
browsing called “extensions.” Currently, there are over 175 extensions
available, and like any community project’s offerings, some of those
extensions are mediocre, unstable, or pointless. Yet, many are invalu-
able, convenient, or just plain cool!

Under the “convenient” category, I like “FoxyTunes” a tiny, unob-
trusive set of media controls for playing CDs or streaming audio. For
the invaluable, I find the “Web Developer” tools a must have. This lit-
tle extension validates HTML and style sheets, as well as allowing live
editing of CSS. If you wrangle web pages, this tool is great. Finally, in
the cool entry, are several extensions that let you use mouse gestures (a
motion combining a click and a specific mouse movement) for very
rapid page and Internet navigation.

If so inclined, it is fairly easy to write your own extensions as well.
Firefox is extensible through XML User-Interface Language (XUL)
and JavaScript, and it should be fairly easy for an adept programmer to
customize Firefox to specific corporate needs. The key word is adept,
as there is a dearth of documentation on writing Mozilla extensions.
Still, if you have the skills you may be surprised at what is possible.

The last major Firefox plus is found in the built-in password manager.
It is simple and effective. It may not be bulletproof, but it is adequate
for managing the ever-increasing number of nuisance passwords
encountered in ordinary browsing these days.

So, is Firefox perfect? No, the most likely problem for corporate users
is that Firefox does not support ActiveX, and for this reason corporations
completely dependent on ActiveX features for internal web-enabled
applications will have little use for Firefox.

A lack of ActiveX support is not necessarily a shortcoming of
course, since many Windows vulnerabilities depend on ActiveX
exploits. Although Windows XP Service Pack2 (SP2) has done an
excellent job of tightening up Windows security, avoiding ActiveX
remains one of the best ways to lock-down a system.

In fact, Firefox is by no means invulnerable to exploits itself. If his-
tory is any guide, as Firefox’s popularity climbs clever hackers will find
powerful ways to exploit it as well. In fact, a few high profile security

issues with Mozilla were made public this past fall (see sidebar), but in
a remarkable testimony to the open-source ideal, the Firefox commu-
nity had acknowledged and addressed the problems in less time than it
often takes Microsoft to even admit to a widely-known security hole.

Another limitation is in management and mass-deployment features.
Although there is an MSI installer available for Firefox (see sidebar),
Microsoft wins hands-down in this regard with their Internet Explorer
Administration Kit (IEAK).

There are other flaws to Firefox of course. The built-in help engine is
sketchy and incomplete in sections, and the Firefox support knowledge-
base is relatively small. I personally ran into a failed install/no-launch
situation that was not answered in the knowledgebase, leading me to the
forums. I think my problem was not especially unusual; it simply has
not yet made it into the knowledgebase. However, I found the Firefox
user forums to be filled with helpful, knowledgeable, and eager folks
who quickly answered my question.

If desired, printed documentation is available, and there is even a paid
phone support option offered through DecisionOne. At $39.00 an incident,
it is no bargain. Realistically though, for a reasonably savvy administrator
Firefox is unlikely to present any significant support issues.

CONCLUSION

Despite these shortcomings, if you don’t need to rely on ActiveX on
a constant basis you can’t go wrong with Firefox. Considering that
Firefox has been downloaded nearly 10 million times since the release
of version 1.0, clearly the developers have tapped into the unmet need
for a no-fuss browser.

The community of Firefox developers has never lost sight of their
goal to create a lean and fast browser. In Firefox 1.0 they have tri-
umphed in redefining what a browser should be, or perhaps should have
been all along. Or maybe they have simply succeeded in returning the
browser to its modest and elegant purpose—efficient browsing and the
hypertext ideal.

The bottom line is that Firefox doesn’t get in the way of experienc-
ing the Internet for what it truly is; an entertaining, informative, occa-
sionally repulsive, and ultimately fun place. 

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broadcast engineering
in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to support early
PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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Mozilla Firefox download:
http://www.spreadfirefox.com

Firefox Extensions Primer:
http://extensions.roachfiend.com/howto.php

Firefox .MSI installer
http://biomicro.mit.edu/people/patpaul/mozilla-msi.html

Browser vulnerability comparison
http://www.secunia.com

A History of the Internet:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Internet


